HOW TO:
plan an action
Choose an action and location!
Get together with some mates and plan what action you want to take!
Check out the Tactic star, to make sure you’re covering
all your bases as you plan your action.
Goals & Strategy
Is the action part of an ongoing
systemic campaign with SMART goals?
How will the action help us achieve
our goals? What goals?
Is this tactic in keeping with our
Regrouping
strategy, and what has been done
How do we plan to
before, and will be done after?
celebrate our action once
Does this tactic embody the lessons
it’s done? What’s our plan
we’ve learned from previous work?
for debriefing the action?
What does success look
like? What we do want to
measure?
Relationships
How will our relationships
with key stakeholders be
affected? Will they likely
movecloser to our view or
further away? We will create
new relationships? Who
should we communicate,
consult, seek approval
from, or collaborate with?

Location
Where will the tactic take
place? Does the location
show the problem and
reveal the target? Is the
location at the point of
consumption, destruction,
or decision?

Organization
How will our group be
affected? How will this
tactic affect recruitment,
member-retention, and
theacquisition of new skills?
Will the tactic build trust
or exacer- bate tension
and burnout?
Tone
What is the tone of the
action? Solemn, fun,
angry, calm?
How will people we
want to engage
(participants, passersby)
react to the tone?

Target
Who is the target? What
influence does the target
have on the goal? How will
this tactic impact the target?
How will the target react?
Are we prepared for the
target’s reaction?

Message
What will the tactic
communicate to our
audience, target,
or allies? Is it
understandable
and persuasive?

Resources
Is this action worth the
limited time, energy, and
resources of our group? Do
we have the capacity to pull
itoff effectively?
Can/should we expand it
or scale it back?

Timing
When should we
do the action?
Why? Does the timing hold
potential for us or vulnerability
for our opponents? Can we
take advantage of current
events or new developments?

Don’t forget to register your action online on the “Host your own event” section
of the AYCC website --- where other people can sign up to attend your event.

INVITE PEOPLE TO JOIN YOU
Organise a call-out or text our party with other friends or volunteers.
Call or text the people you want there, make sure they know the
date and location. Invite your friends, neighbours, and local
organizations to assist in recruiting people to and organising the
action. Think outside the box about who to reach out to – maybe the
local church, mosque, synagogue, labor union, sports team, university,
or arts cooperative would be interested in getting involved in the issue
too! If you want some data to contact of already existing volunteers or
interested people, contact your state coordinator and ask.
WORK OUT THE DETAILS
Take care of logistical details as soon as you can (this is why you
want friends to help you out). Important things to consider include
the timing of the action, the tone, location, permits for use of public
spaces, etc. What roles do you need to make the action happen?
What roles do you need filled on the day? Some examples are:
Media spokesperson, photographer, social media person, media
liaison, vibe checker, MC, marshalls, first aid/welfare, staff/security
liaison etc.
SPREAD THE WORD
Depending on the size of your action and how much time you have,
you might want to spread the word. Send out emails, write editorials
for local newspapers, get on the local radio station, ask organizations
to include the action information in newsletters and bulletins, and
put up posters all over town.
MAKE A BANNER
Each action should have a banner and placards/posters, or some way
to communicate their message. Eg. #stopadani . Be creative and have
fun banner making! Just be sure to make it large and legible.
TELL THE MEDIA
It’s important to contact local, state, and national media to make sure
they report our #stopadani actions in your area. Think about what
print, radio, television, and blogs you’d want to have cover your event,
and start getting in touch now! Check out the guide on how to get
local media

TAKE ACTION
The details of your action are up to you, but at some point be sure to
take a picture with everyone present with your #stopadani banner
displayed front and center. Have a fun and meaningful day, knowing
that you’re forming a very important part of a massive movement to
stop the Adani coal mine.
CREATE YOUR OWN MEDIA
Remember during the action to be active online, you can ask one
volunteer to take on this role. Facebook, Instagram, snapchat
whatever you like, just don’t forget the #reefnotcoal
COLLECT DATA
Make sure you collect the names and contact details of people who
attend your event. Like in this spreadsheet #stopadani sign up sheet.
Type up the data within a week of collecting it and send it to
info@aycc.org.au
DEBRIEF
Make sure you schedule in time to debrief the action with all
participants and you set a time to debrief with the action organisers.
REPORT BACK
This part is very important: as soon as your action is over, be sure to
select your best photos and put them up on the AYCC Flickr #stopadani album (How to: flickr) Also make sure you report back on the
#all-aycc slack team, so everyone hears what you’ve been up to, and
gets inspired to plan their own action!
Finally don’t forget to type up your data from the event and send it to
info@aycc.org.au

